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Adult Tube FAQ’s 
 
 

 
• Can you advise on hosting? 

 
Hosting is obviously a critical parting of your website and there are hundreds of 
options out there. As you are going to be hosting adult content you need to check 
any potential options for restrictions on what you can host. i.e. are they adult 
friendly. 
 
Hostgator provides good reliable hosting which is Adult friendly, I have used 
Hostgator for over 10 years with no issues and I always find there customer service 
friendly and easy to contact. 
 
Follow this link and enter the promo code PJWDIGITAL for the best possible deal on 
hosting with Hostgator (this is an affiliate link using this does support my business). 
Hostgator will also provide you with a domain name for 12 months with your initial 
order. 

 
• How can I monitorise the site? 

 
Banner Ads!! The site is optimized for you to add Banner Ads from partners you wish 
to work with – they are incredible easy to add and change as offers change and the 
traffic to your site evolves. You get these banner ads through sites such 
as:  Crakrevenue, PlugRush, and JuicyAds. 

 
• Can you make a BBW site or PAWG or Blondes Site? 

 
Yes, the site can be tailored to any niche and it is advisable to make your site a niche 
related site as opposed to a general site, as it is easier to pick up quality traffic to a 
niche site. 

 
• How do I pick a Niche? 

 
Initially I would say pick a niche that suits your own interests. It’s always easier to 
work on a project or job when you are interested in the subject. If you are struggling 
for ideas it’s good to look at this link (https://www.xvideos.com/tags) This page 
gives you an idea of what are the current popular niches are. 
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• How do pick a domain name? 
 

This is down to your imagination, however I would make 1 or 2 recommendations.  
 

1. Try to pick a .com this are the most popular domain out there and that 
what most people still think of with a domain name 

2. Avoid duplication if the domain name you want is taken as .com don’t just 
pick the .net or .co.uk if its available. It will confuse visits, potentially 
cause you use visitors or even just make you look like inferior version of 
an existing site. 

3. Try keep in short and catchy. 
4. If you can use your niche in the domain name eg if it’s MILF site 

something like hotmilfs.com, if teen sexyteens.com you get the picture. 
 

• What about SEO? 
 

The site I will provide you with is fully functional and optimised for SEO. And I will 
provide with the delivery a short guide to Adult SEO for you to take your first steps 
to be an Adult webmaster. 
 

• Do You have example sites? 
 

These are mock ups of the available styles: 
 
https://retrostyle.pjwdigital.com 
https://famousstyle.pjwdigital.com 
https://kingstyle.pjwdigital.com 
https://kolorstyle.pjwdigital.com 
https://ultimastyle.pjwdigital.com 
https://xstyle.pjwdigital.com 

 
 
 
 
If you have any question please contact me via Fiverr or email info@pjwdigital.co.uk 

 
 
 
 


